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The control phenomenon, which was initially viewed as equi-NP deletion, has 
been, for decades, accounted for under two major theoretical frameworks, 
PRO-based approach (Chomsky, 1981, 1995) and A-movement (Hornstein, 1999, 
2001, Hornstein & Polinsky 2010). 
 These two approaches have proven to be somewhat instrumental in explaining 
different syntactic patterns of control. Specifically, PRO-based approach is viewed 
as an all-round approach and, at the same time, an elusive approach which is 
difficult to prove or refute due to the somehow obscure syntactic nature of PRO. 
On the other hand, the Movement Theory of Control(Hornstein, 1999, 2001, 
2010) presents a clearer picture of the internal structure of control construction. 
But this study reveals that syntactic behaviors of control verbs cannot be fully 
accounted for if we opt to consider only one of the two frameworks as a viable 
option.   
 The gist of this presentation is that the true nature of control cannot be 
accounted for under a single theory and, in this lieu, a recent study shows that 
permissibility of long-distance passivization and that-clause are the most reliable 
diagnostics for classifying control verbs into sub-types.  

1. Sub-categorization of Control verbs  
   
 (1) a. Claim-type (claim/argue/agree/propose/suggest etc) 
       1. PRO-type (−LDP, +that-clause)
       2. A-movement type (+LDP, −that-clause)
    b. Intend-type (+LDP, −that-clause) -A-movement type
          (intend/plan etc)  
    c. Hope-type (−LDP, +that-clause) - PRO-type
          (hope/wish etc)
    d. Try-type (−LDP, −that-clause) - PRO-type
           PRO-type (try/attempt/want/choose/decide etc) 

1.1. Claim-type (−LDP, +that-clause) 
1.1.1. PRO type (claim/argue/agree/propose/suggest etc) 
 This type of control verbs allow that-clause and partial and split control.

  (2) a. John claims/argues that they have all studied linguistics for    



         years.
     b. John claims/argues to have all studied linguistics for years. 
     c. John agrees/proposes/suggests that they should study linguistics.
     d. John agrees/proposes/suggests to study linguistics 

 Park(2020) claims that these control verbs, especially claim and argue, allow 
ambiguous interpretations under the syntactic environment in which a stranded 
quantifier appears within the embedded clause. 

   (3) They claimed/argued to have all passed the test. 

Park(2020) observes that, depending on contexts, (3) can have two different 
interpretations;1) The first interpretation is the one in which the referential scope 
of quantifier all includes that of the matrix subject (they < all) and therefore, in 
this case, the referential scope of the quantifier all is larger than that of the 
matrix subject. Accordingly, due to the mismatch in scope, the possibility for (3) 
to be the result of A-movement is ruled out. The second interpretation is the 
one in which all refers to antecedents other than the matrix subject(they =/= all). 
In this case, the possibility for (3) to be the result of A-movement is also ruled 
out. As such, PRO is required for the subject of the embedded clause. The two 
possible binding relations shown in (3) above are schematized as (4) below. 

 (4) a. Johni claims/argues/hopes/wishes CP[PROi+j to have alli+j passed the 
        test].                        (partial control)
    b. Johni claims/argues/hopes/wishes CP[PROj to have allj passed the 
        test].                        (NOC PRO)

Under the MTC, the mismatch between the scope of the matrix subject and the 
scope of the quantifier all cannot be accounted for. No movement theory will 
suffice to explain the binding in (4) adequately. For both cases, PRO should be 
the subject of the embedded clause. (4a) schematizes the internal structure of 
(3a) and (4b) schematizes that of (3b). Also, for both cases, the embedded 
clause has to be a CP. 
If this is on the right track, there remains only one possibility. The embedded 

clause should have invisible subject PRO. Furthermore, Landau(2013) argues that 
impersonal passive construction is compelling evidence for PRO. 

1) Due to the internal structure in which the matrix subject does not bind the floating 
quantifier in the embedded clause in (3), the possibility for A-movement to occur is ruled 
out in this section. There are two types of claim-type control; PRO-type and A-movement 
type. claim-type control involving PRO will be addressed in this section. The issue of 
claim-type control that undergoes A-movement will be discussed in the next section. 



  (5) a. It was agreed/proposed/suggested CP[PRO to review the proposal].
     b. It was claimed/argued CP[PRO to have all/both reviewed the 
        proposal]. 
  (6) a.*It was claimed/argued TP[to have reviewed the proposal]. 

Note that there exists a syntactic difference in the grammaticality between 
impersonal passive involving agree, propose and suggest and the same 
construction involving claim, and argue. A floating quantifier in the embedded 
clause is essential for the grammaticality of the latter control type whereas this 
is not necessary for the first type. (6) shows that (5b) is ungrammatical when a 
floating quantifier is missing in the embedded clause. A plausible account for 
this phenomenon is to assume that the presence of a stranded quantifier in the 
embedded clause renders it compelling to presuppose the existence of the 
embedded subject. In contrast, in (6), an overt embedded subject should move to 
the matrix TP to receive Case. But, the matrix TP is already filled with 
expletive it, disallowing movement of an embedded subject. Hence, the 
ungrammaticality of (6) is derived. Note the asymmetry in grammaticality 
between (7a) and (7b).

(7) a. *John is claimed CP[PRO to have all passed the test].  
    b. It is claimed CP[PRO to have all passed the test].  
    c. John is claimed TP[ to have all passed the test]. 

Back to the issue of partial control in (4), the fact that the embedded clause in 
(4a) and (4b) is a CP nicely captures the ill-formedness of (8a) and (8b), which 
are respectively the long-distance passivization versions of (4a) and (4b). 

(8) a. *The test is claimed/argued [PRO to have alli+j been passed] 
        by Johni. 
    b. *The test is claimed/argued [PRO to have allj been passed] 
        by Johni. 

The ill-formedness of (8) recaptures two issues; first, as the embedded clause is 
a CP, the clause functions as a barrier to movement out of the CP. Second, as 
the construction undergoes LDP, quantifier all loses its initial referential scope 
due to the fact that the passivization of the embedded clause semantically 
disassociates quantifier all from its initial antecedents. Thus, the ungrammaticality 
of (8) is accounted for.
Landau(2013) and many other syntacticians note that there are control verbs 

which allow partial control. (9) below illustrate that control verbs like agree, 
propose, suggest allow partial control without the presence of a quantifier in the 
embedded clause. Compare (9a) and (9b).



 
 (9) a. Johni agreed/proposed/suggested CP[to PROi+j vote for a competent 
        candidate].2)

      b. Johni claimed/argued CP[to PROi+j have alli+j voted for a 
         competent candidate]. 

Semantically, this difference can be attributed to the verb meanings. Control 
verbs like agree, propose, suggest can be merged with to-infinitive which can 
denote a collective event. Therefore, the embedded subject must be plural. In 
fact, this phenomenon is attested cross-linguistically. In Korean, tonguihata(agree), 
cucanghata(propose), ceanhata(suggest) can be merged with complementizer cako 
meaning plurality as illustrated below. Kim(2010) notes that Korean cako is a 
complementizer which consists of addressee and other participants. 

(10) Cheolswu nun  yununghan hupoca-lul    ppopcako  ceanhayssta.
    Cheolswu NOM competent candidate-ACC vote-COM suggest-PST
    "Cheolswu suggested to vote for a competent candidate."
 
However, what is intriguing is that this type of control verbs can also occur in 

long-distance passivization. There are agree-type control constructions which 
appear to undergo long-distance passivization as in (11).  

 (11) a. A new medication was agreed/proposed/suggested to be taken by      
          the patient. 
      b. The initiative was agreed to be carried out. 
      c. The trademark was proposed to be used in Canada.
      d. This operation is suggested to be performed as seldom 
          as possible due to the high cost.  
                (https://ludwig.guru/s/is+suggested+to+be+performed)

This phenomenon cannot be accounted for under the framework of PRO-based 
approach. A proper account of this phenomenon will be addressed in detail in 
the next section. 

1.1.2. A-movement type (+LDP, −that-clause)
      (claim/argue/agree/propose/suggest etc)  
  Due to the core claim such as A-chain, Hornstein(1999, 2010)’s MTC relies 

on one essential syntactic condition; that the referential scope of a moved subject 

2) In line with Chomksy and Lasnik (1993)’s null case theory, it is logical to maintain that 
the embedded clause of the control in (9) is a CP as a CP is the only syntactic 
environment in which PRO is legitimately assigned null Case through the specifier–head 
relation. 



should match the scope of the trace the subject leaves behind. 

 (12) a Both John and Susan claim/argue TP[to have passed the 
        diagnostic test]. 
     b. John and Susan claim/argue TP[to have both passed the 
        diagnostic test.
     c. The diagnostic test is claimed/argued TP[to have been 
        passed] by both John and Susan. 
 (13) a. John agreed/proposed/suggested to take chemotherapy himself. 
     b. Chemotherapy was agreed/proposed/suggested TP[to be taken by 
        John]

This notion being considered, verbs claim, argue, argree, propose, suggest in 
(12) and (13) appear to be A-movement-type control verb. (12a-c), in essence, 
denote exactly the same event. The same is true of (13a-b). As Burzio(1988) 
points out, this symmetry is only attested in raising construction which involves 
A-movement. Therefore, it becomes obvious that, unlike in 1.1.1, claim, argue, 
agree, propose, suggest in this section cannot be an instance of PRO being the 
embedded subject. 

  (14) a. John claimed/argued CP[to PRO have all passed the test].  
      b. John claimed/argued TP[to have passed the test]. 

It is impossible to alter (14a), an instance of PRO control construction, into a 
long-distance passivized sentence since the connotation of the floating quantifier 
all is lost. However, as there is exact match between the scope of the matrix 
subject and that of the embedded subject in (14b), (14b) can be analyzed as an 
instance of A-movement.

  (15) a. John claimed/argued TP[to have John ti passed the test]. 
       b. The testti was claimed/argued TP[to have been passed the testti] 
          by John

To recapitulate, claim/argue-type verbs can be classified into two sub-types: 
A-movement type vs PRO type in terms of the permissibility of long-distance 
passivization.
 
 (16) a. John and Susan claim/argue TP[to have studied linguistics].
      b. Linguistics is claimed/argued TP[to have been studied] by John 
         and Susan]. 
      c. John claims/argues CP[PRO have all studied linguistics].
      d. *Linguistics is claimed/argued CP[PRO to have all been studied] 



          by John.

Under the notion that (16c) is a control construction requiring PRO, (16d), 
which is the long-distance passive version of (16c), is ill-formed, because the 
connotation that all studied linguistics cannot be preserved in (16d). 
In the previous section, control verbs such as agree, propose, suggest were 

analyzed as PRO-type and empirical evidence such as partial and split control 
were discussed. In this section, attention is given to the phenomenon that the 
same control verbs in the previous section allow long-distance passivization. This 
strongly indicates that these control verbs cannot be classified into PRO-type 
only.
  
 (17) a. A new medication was agreed/proposed/suggested to be taken by      

          the patient. 
      b. The initiative was agreed to be carried out. 
      c. The trademark was proposed to be used in Canada.
      d. This operation is suggested to be performed as seldom 
 
(17) provide further examples which illustrate that this type of control verbs 

also allow LDP. Furthermore, there exists another piece of empirical evidence to 
prove that agree, propose, suggest control constructions involve A-movement. See 
(18) below for this. 

(18) a. John agreed to take chemotherapy himself. 
    b. Mary proposed/suggested to set up a tent by herself. 

In (18), it is obvious that reflexives confine the scope of the subject of the 
embedded clause to the matrix subject. Therefore, given that long-distance 
passivization is allowed as in (17), as the scope of the matrix subject and the 
scope of the subject of the embedded clause are identical, (18) should be an 
instance of A-movement. The grammaticality of the long-distance passive 
versions of (18) lends further support to this view.  

(19) a. Chemotherapy was agreed TP[to be taken by John]. 
    b. A tent was proposed/suggested TP[to be set up by Mary]. 

In other words, the grammaticality of (18) and (19) taken into account, (18) 
should be analyzed as involving A-movement. 
 
 (20) a. John agreed TP[John to take chemotherapy himself]. 
     b. Mary suggested TP[Mary to set up a tent by herself]. 



In light of this perspective, (21a) and (21b) below are instances of PRO type 
control while (21c) is an instance of A-movement type control. 

 (21) a. John agreed/proposed/suggested CP[PRO to elect his 
       colleague as a new CEO next week]. 

     b. It was agreed/proposed/suggested CP[PRO to elect his   
        colleague as a new CEO next week]. 
     c. His colleaguei was agreed/proposed/suggested TP[ti to be 
        elected as a new CEO next week].  

The movement operation in (21c) is triggered by the same mechanism as in 
raising. Comparison of (21c) and (22) clearly illustrates this. 

  (22)  a. The trademark seems TP[to be used in Canada].
       b. This operation seems TP[to be performed as seldom 
                               as possible due to the high cost].  

 This consideration taken into account, another syntactic difference between 
PRO-type agree-control and A-movement-type agree-control depends on whether 
the embedded clause is a TP or a CP.
 
(23) a. The operation was agreed/proposed TP[to the operation be
       performed the operation as seldom as possible] due to its high 
       costs. 
     
In (23), the embedded clause must be a TP.

 However, in long-distance passive constructions accompanied by matrix 
passivization, agree/propose-type verbs display identical syntactic patterns as 
raising verbs.  

(24)  a. They agreed/proposed TP[to they salvage the old car themselves].
     b. The old car was agreed/proposed TP[to the old car be salvaged        

         the old car].
(25)  a. Johni agreed/proposed/suggested CP[PROi+j to meet at six].
     b. It was agreed CP[to PRO to meet at six].

From what has been discussed so far, it becomes obvious that 
claim/argue/agree/propose/suggest type verbs can be classified into two types: the 
first type is PRO type in which the embedded clause is a CP. Thus, as a part 
of syntactic nature of PRO, this type allows partial or split control but does not 
allow long-distance passivization. The second type is A-movement type and this 



type has a TP embedded clause which, in turn, allows long-distance 
passivization. Since this type involves A-movement, partial and split control 
cannot be allowed. 

1.2. Intend-type (+LDP, −that-clause)
    (intend, plan etc)
One peculiar characteristic of this type of control verbs is that these control 

verbs allow long-distance passivization like claim-type involving A-movement. 

 (26) a. The bridge was planned to be completed by 1992. 
      b. The city was intended to be developed as a hub of 
         transportation.  

But, unlike claim-type control verbs, plan and intend do not allow that-clausal 
complement. 

 (27) a. *They planned/intended that they construct the bridge by 
        1992. 

Therefore, it is syntactically logical to classify these control verbs as 
A-movement type. One empirical evidence for this claim is that these control 
verbs do not allow reading of the embedded clause as one in which the 
embedded subject is not identical with the matrix subject. Note the difference in 
grammaticality between (28a) and (28b).  
 
 (28) a. *John planned/intended to review each other's papers. 
     b. John agreed/proposed to review each other's papers. 

The claim that these two control verbs is an instance of A-movement is further 
illustrated by these two examples. 
 
  (29) a. The professor planned/intended to hire his own graduate 
         student as a full-time lecturer.
       b. His own graduate student was planned/intended to be
          hired as a full-time lecturer by the professor

   
1.3. Hope-type  (−LDP, +that-clause)
    (hope, wish etc)
One representative syntactic property of this type of control verb is that these 

control verbs do not allow long-distance passivization while permitting 
that-clausal complement.
 



  (30) a. *The tests were hoped/wished to be passed at a first 
           trial by the applicants.  
       b. It was hoped/wished that they could pass the tests at a 
          first trial. 

Furthermore, like PRO-type claim-verbs, these two control verbs allow partial 
reading as well as exhaustive reading. 

   (31) a. Johni hopes/wished to have alli+j/bothi+j passed the tests. 
       b. John hopes/wishes to have passed the test. 

This phenomenon, along with impermissibility of long-distance passivization, 
provides strong evidence to support that hope and wish are PRO-type control 
verbs. 

1.4 Try-type  (−LDP, −that-clause)
   (try,attempt,want,choose,decide,offer,manage etc) 
This type of control verbs are classified as representative PRO-type control 

verbs. One crucial characteristic of this type of control verbs is that the 
embedded subject is always bound by the matrix subject, thus disallowing partial 
or split control.

  (32) a. The studentsi try/attempt/ intend to PROi/*i+j/*j impress 
         their professor.  

A phenomenon analogous to (32) is also observed in control in Korean. As 
Kim, Kwangsup(2010) notes, Korean control verb nolyekhata(try) exhibits the 
same syntactic characteristic as English try in terms of the scope of the 
controllee in the embedded clause.
 

(33) a. Tom-uni  [cakii  ttena-lyeko] nolyekhayessta: 
       Tom-topi  [selfi  leave-comp] tried 
    b. Tom-uni  [cakii  ttena-lyeko] nolyekhayessta. 
       Tom-topi [selfi   leave-comp] tried 

                         Kim, Kwangsup (2010)

Back to the issue of try/attempt control verbs, this type of control verbs also 
appear to allow quantifier stranding. 

  (34) a. The team members try/intend to all join the effort. 

Landau(2003), following Sportiche(1988), points out that quantifier stranding is 



sufficient evidence for trans-clausal movement and thus should be taken to be 
strong evidence for the distinction between raising and control. However, (35) 
shows that quantifier stranding is uniformly attested, regardless of whether the 
construction involved is control or raising. 

   (35) a. They try/attempt/intend to all join the rescue effort. 
       b. They agree/propose/suggest to all join the rescue effort. 
       c. They seem/appear to have all joined the rescue effort. 

In fact, the grammaticality of (35a) is accurately accounted for if we posit that 
PRO is base-generated as a host for a quantifier as shown in (36). 

   (36) They attempted/intended to PRO all join the rescue effort. 
   
However, as discussed in the previous sections, control verbs display 

inconsistent syntactic patterns in terms of long-distance passivization, which leads 
to a reasonable speculation that control verbs should be divided into sub-types. 
Consider the asymmetry in (37a) and (37b).

(37) a.*The murder was tried/attempted/desired/planned to be premeditated.
    b. The murder was claimed/argued/reported to have been premeditated.

(37) clearly show that control verbs (try, attempt, etc) exhibit a different 
syntactic behaviour from claim, argue, report in terms of long-distance 
passivization. This asymmetry necessitates postulating different internal structures 
for (37a) and (37b) which are schematized as (38) below.

(38) a.*The murder was tried/attempted/desired/planned 
                         CP[to the murder be premeditated the murder].
                                                      
     b. The murder was claimed/argued/reported 
                  TP[to the murder have been premeditated the murder].

Given the ungrammaticality of (37a), it is clear that the embedded subject does 
not move. In contrast, in (37b), the embedded clause should be a TP and thus 
A-movement is allowed. Therefore, the most plausible account for this 
asymmetry is to assume that, in try-type, the embedded clause is a CP which 
blocks any element from moving out of the CP. Hence, from the asymmetry in 
(37), it is empirically justifiable to assume that try-type control requires PRO 
whereas claim-type control undergoes A-movement. 
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